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Mission Statement 
“To exceed our customers’ and shareholders’ expectations, by designing,
manufacturing, and marketing premium quality centrifugal pumps.”

Our Policy
“We will provide products and services which meet applicable requirements
and we will strive for continuous improvement”.

Quality. Dependability. Innovation. Ruggedness. Reliability. These are 
all words that embody the philosophy of Cornell Pump Company’s team.
As we enter the 21st century, Cornell is positioned to serve industries
dedicated to improving the quality of life for a growing world population.

As the population grows and world resources become scarce, we at Cornell
realize that it is essential to provide the efficient pumping solutions
necessary to sustain and improve the global standard of living. We are
focused on producing end suction centrifugal pumps – pumps that
improve the state-of-the-art of waste handling by helping to save water,
conserve energy and improve our environment. We are proud of our
ongoing investment in research and development, manufacturing test
facilities and quality assurance. We believe in our products and services,
and back them with an industry-leading two-year warranty.

Innovation
Many Cornell innovations have evolved from our commitment to the
municipal market and our ongoing effort to work with the people in this
industry to solve their pumping problems.

External Hydraulic Balance Line
We developed the external hydraulic balance line in response to irrigation
system problems in California caused by earthquakes in the mid-50’s.
The balance line assists in moving sand and silt from the sealing chamber
to the low pressure area at the pump suction. This reduces erosion of
wetted parts and minimizes the axial forces acting on the impeller, shaft
and bearings.

Quality Materials
The highest standards are applied in the selection of materials for

Cornell products. Cornell’s pumps are constructed of cast iron
and fitted with bronze components. Standard features include

fully machined bronze impellers, heavy duty shafts
with replaceable shaft sleeves, and peripheral wear

rings. Other materials of construction are
available as an option to handle high
pressure or abrasive applications.

MU N I C I P A L

WARRANTY
We believe in our products and
services. We work hard to
develop a one-to-one
relationship that will carry you
through your purchase
experience and continue to
support your after market needs. 
Cornell Pump Company warrants
equipment of its manufacture to
be free from defects in material
and workmanship for an
industry-leading period of two
years from the date of shipment.



Global Presence
Cornell Pump Company is more than pumps. When multiple products
are needed we provide our customers with a single-source global
partnership network. We meet our customers’ needs with matched
performance pumps, motors, gears, valves, piping, and controls for
virtually any industrial, municipal or agricultural application.

Cornell’s commitment to the global market is supported by our worldwide
distributor and service network as well as our international offices.

Cornell Facility/Sales Office International Distributor

Energy Recovery
Many industrial operations are able to harness the potential hydraulic
energy sources required to produce electric power as a revenue source 
or as a means reduce overall energy demands.

The key to our system is the recovery of excess head from a river, stream,
or pipeline to drive a Cornell turbine. The turbine may be used 
to drive a pump, a generator or other power requiring device.

With power production available 
from 1KW to 300 KW, Cornell’s 
range of high efficiency turbines can
generate enough power to pay for
themselves in a very short time.

Whether you require a single unit or
parallel, Cornell engineers and sales
personnel can provide specialty
application assistance.

CUSTOMER TRAINING
At Cornell we believe a 
well-informed customer is 
our best customer. Cornell offers
a wide range of training
opportunities and materials 
to aid customers in the pump
selection process, including our
Centrific® software.
The Centrific® selection program
will help you select the correct
Cornell pump for a given set 
of operating conditions. The
program also includes energy
usage and efficiency comparisons.
Cornell’s catalog includes
complete performance data,
dimensional information, 
seal options and selection
guidelines for the entire clear-
liquid and solid-handling
product groups. The catalog is
divided into easy-to-use
sections and includes a
complete index.



WA S T E

NON-CLOG IMPELLERS
Cornell offers three unique
impeller designs for liquid
wastewater applications.
Cornell’s Delta™ style impeller is
excellent for handling debris,
rags, and extremely heavy
sludge where there is a low to
medium head requirement.
The two- and three-port
enclosed impellers are designed
to handle large solids and have
excellent efficiencies. The
bladed, semi-open impeller has
a cutting action which allows it
to handle difficult slurries at high
heads.

Cornell’s latest innovations for the municipal market have been centered
around the development of high head non-clog wastewater pumps for 
lift stations and mixed flow non-clog pumps for process.

With the introduction of our ‘M’ series of bladed, semi-open impeller
pumps, Cornell engineers are working with our customers to address the
ever increasing number of environmental regulations and concerns about
wastewater processing and disposal.

Proven Performance
Cornell’s non-clog wastewater pumps have been used successfully in a
variety of agricultural, industrial and municipal wastewater pumping
applications. Our non-clog pumps excel not only in typical sewage lift
station applications, but also in waste process applications requiring high
pressures or high flows.

These pumps are designed specifically to handle abrasive solids, stringy
materials and other matter, efficiently, in tough wastewater applications
and to provide a long life of service. A variety of impellers are available to
meet the toughest wastewater application needs imaginable.

We, at Cornell, have incorporated many unique and innovative design
features into our non-clog wastewater pumps, while at the same time
maintaining our position in the industry as the leader of heavy-duty,
low maintenance pumps.
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Family Map – Selected Non-Clog Pumps – Various RPM

1. 4NNTL
2. 4NNT
3. 4NHTA
4. 4414T
5. 4NHTB
6. 6NHTA
7. 6NNT
8. 8NHTA/NHTB
9. 8NHGH

10. 8NNT
11. 10NHTA
12. 10NNT
13. 12NHTL
14. 12NHTM
15. 12NNG
16. 14NHG
17. 14NHG28
18. 16NHGH

19. 16NHG22
20. 18NHG
21. 20NHF
22. 30NNG
23. 24NNG
24. 18NHG34
25. 16NHF34
26. 18NHF34



WA T E R
Cycloseal® & Run-Dry Feature
Cornell’s patented (# 5489187) Cycloseal® design was developed
specifically for the municipal wastewater market to handle stringy and
abrasive pumpage. This sealing system requires no flushing therefore, it 
is ideal for remote locations where fresh water is not readily available. A
variety of seal materials are offered to handle those difficult applications.
Cornell’s design, with its unique deflector vanes, works with the impeller

back vanes to create a cyclo-
action. This action removes

solids and abrasive materials in
the seal area while purging air

and gas pockets, which extends
seal life and eliminates any need
for venting.

Cornell’s Run-Dry system
consists of an auxiliary gland
which provides containment for
an application-specific lubricant.
This lubricant prevents dry

running of the seal faces while
priming, re-priming and in standby

operating environments.

Double Volute
Cornell introduced the double volute hydraulic balancing concept to 
the end suction pump in the early 50’s. The double volute system
effectively balances radial forces within the pump, around the impeller, to
reduce shaft flexure and fatigue. This eliminates shaft breakage and
extends the life of packing and mechanical seals, wear rings and bearings,
while maintaining high hydraulic efficiencies and clog free operation.

OPTIONAL RUN-DRY 
OIL RESERVOIR

CYCLOSEAL®
DEFLECTOR
VANES

SINGLE
MECHANICAL
SEAL IMPELLER

BACK VANES

OPTIONAL
RUN-DRY
GLAND

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
Cornell Pump Company is
known for its innovative
designs at the leading edge
of technology. We, at Cornell,
are constantly striving to
improve and expand our
range of highly engineered
products using solid
engineering practices plus
aggressive research and
development to maintain
leadership in the municipal
marketplace.
Many unique and innovative 
‘firsts’ have resulted from
Cornell’s willingness and
ability to adapt to changing
requirements in the market.

Impeller model, using
Cornell’s proprietary, 3-D
hydraulic design software



MOUNTING
CONFIGURATIONS
The municipal market has a wide
variety of pumping applications
from small water booster pumps
to large, mixed flow municipal
wastewater pumps. To better
meet the needs of our
customers, and the market,
Cornell offers multiple mounting
configurations. 
The most economical styles are
close coupled units mounted
either horizontally or vertically.
Frame mounted pumps are also
offered both vertically and
horizontally and are best utilized
when operating in high load
applications. Our vertical frame
pumps are offered with or
without a P-base motor bracket
for extended line shaft
applications. We also mount our
horizontal frame units with SAE
bell housing for engine
coupling. There is a suitable
mounting style for every
pumping application.

FE A T

Generously sized
bearings to maximize
B-10 bearing life

Cycloseal® design
no venting or
flushing required

VC (vertical coupled)
motor bracket

Heavy stress-proof steel shaft
(or 17-4 pH Stainless Steel)

Back pull-out design
         for ease of maintenance

Dynamically balanced impeller

Replaceable suction wear ring

Replaceable 416 stainless steel
shaft sleeve

Rigid,
heavy walled
construction

Impeller
back vanes
for reduced axial
thrust

Base elbow




